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The Journal of Human Development and Capabilities (JHDC) is pleased to announce a call for 
papers for a special issue on Health and Disability. This call for papers aims to advance the state of 
knowledge and expertise regarding health, disability and human development, as well as the linkages 
among them and a range of policies, institutions, and social structures that influence such links and 
their dynamics. 

Submissions related to this topic are welcome. In particular, though not exclusively, we 
welcome submissions in the following themes: i) Social justice and resource allocation; ii) Health 
system financing and access; iii) Public health and health policy; iv) Disability, poverty and human 
development; v) Social determinants of health and disability; vi) Disability definition and 
measurement; vii) HIV/AIDS and antiretroviral therapies; viii) Health care services and provision, 
and; ix) Maternal, child and reproductive health. 

Full papers in English, in .doc or .docx formats should be submitted by November 30th, 
2014. Strict compliance with this deadline is required. Papers submitted will be evaluated through a 
standard peer review process. Authors of the selected papers will be notified by e-mail. Submission 
of a paper implies that the author has the intention of publishing the paper in the JHDC, and it is not 
currently under evaluation at another journal. 
  
Submission procedure 
  
Please submit papers online at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cjhd. According to the JHDC’s 
guidelines for preparing manuscripts, please send the paper identified as “Main Document”, with all 
information identifying the authors removed to allow it to be refereed anonymously. The main 
document should include the following: 
  

·       The title of the paper. 
·       An abstract of approximately 150–200 words. 
·       Up to five key words. 
·       Numbered pages in sequence. 
·       All necessary material (e.g. figures and tables and their captions; appendices). 

  
In addition to the main manuscript, a separate file should also be sent, identified as “Title Page”, and 
must include all of the following information: 
  

·       The title of the paper 
·       The names of the authors 

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cjhd


·       The full postal and email addresses of all the authors 
·       Affiliation details for each author (job title, institution, city, country) 
·       A brief biographical note for each author (around 100 words) 
·       One author should be indicated as “Corresponding author”. He/she will be notified of the 
selection outcome after submission of the manuscript to an anonymous peer review process, 
and if the paper is selected. 

  
Complete instructions for authors can be found at the publisher’s website: 
http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=cjhd20&page=instructions 
  
For inquiries, please contact Sophie Mitra (mitra@fordham.edu) or Jennifer Prah Ruger 
(jenpr@upenn.edu). 
  
Journal information 
  
The Journal of Human Development and Capabilities is the peer-reviewed journal of the Human 
Development and Capabilities Association. It was launched in January 2000 to provide new 
perspectives on challenges of human development, capability expansion, poverty eradication, human 
well-being, markets, growth, social justice and human rights. 

The human development approach recognizes that development is about more than just 
economic growth; it is also about improving the well-being of people, and expanding the choices and 
opportunities they have. 

The Journal publishes original work in economics, philosophy, social sciences and other 
disciplines that expand concepts, measurement tools and policy alternatives in the area of human 
development. It provides a forum for an open exchange of ideas among a broad spectrum of policy 
makers and academics, addressing issues at global, national and local levels. 

The human development school of thought has become increasingly influential within 
academic institutions as well as within government bodies and non-governmental organizations. The 
Journal acts as a conduit for the further advancement and critique of this approach. 
For more information about the Journal: http://www.capabilityapproach.com/Journal.php 
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